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CT is widely used for anatomic referencing of PET and SPECT
images of small animals but requires sufficiently high radiation
doses capable of causing significant DNA damage. Therefore,
we described the relationship between radiation dose, biologic
damage, and image quality to determine whether CT can be
used without significantly compromising radiotherapy and
tumor development studies. Methods: The CT dose index gen-
erated by the nanoSPECT/CT system was compared with
measurements using EBT2 gafchromic film. The effects of
micro-CT were evaluated in 2 mouse strains that differ in sen-
sitivity to radiation. gH2AX foci analysis to determine leukocyte,
liver, and jejunum DNA damage and hematoxylin and eosin
staining to investigate macroscopic jejunum damage were per-
formed. Signal-to-noise ratio, contrast-to-noise ratio, and scan-
ner linearity were determined to assess image quality. Results:
For the standard settings, that is, as set by the manufacturers,
EBT2 gafchromic film dosimetry showed that the nanoSPECT/
CT system underestimated the absorbed dose. Moreover, sig-
nificant doses were obtained, resulting in a significant increase
in gH2AX formation in leukocytes, liver, and jejunum 40 min
after CT, using preset parameters when compared with non-
imaged controls. The jejenum response was more pronounced
for the more radiosensitive strain. In contrast to leukocytes, the
liver and jejunum still showed evidence of DNA damage 3 d
after CT. Contrast-to-noise ratio, signal-to-noise ratio, and
scanner linearity were sufficient to allow for anatomic referenc-
ing for both imaging protocols tested. Conclusion: Anatomic
reference images can be produced with no observable DNA
damage or compromising image quality using low radiographic
voltage, flux, and duration.
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The abundance of transgenic mouse models has led to a
better understanding of the underlying genetic and molecular
alterations in cancer that can be well characterized through

the use of noninvasive small-animal imaging techniques.
Both PET and SPECT are capable of measuring the biodis-
tribution of picomolar concentrations of radiolabeled biomo-
lecules in small animals and of quantifying the molecular
processes in which they participate. However, because no
single imaging modality can provide all information—
structural, functional, and molecular—in 1 image, PET or
SPECT is often combined with CT. This dual-modality
setup greatly facilitates regional anatomic localization of
focally increased radiopharmaceutical uptake.

Today, CT is widely used for anatomic referencing of
PET and SPECT images of small animals. However, when
standard settings as provided by the manufacturers are
used, relatively high radiation doses may be delivered to the
animal to achieve good image quality. Although these are in
general sublethal, they may be sufficient to induce signifi-
cant DNA damage and thus confound experimental out-
come, especially in a radiobiology research study (1).
Therefore, dose accumulation must be considered and
efforts have to be increased to optimize micro-CT settings
to minimize the dose delivered while still maintaining suf-
ficient image quality.

In this article, we describe the relationship between
radiation dose, radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks
(DSB), and image quality and show that anatomic referenc-
ing can be accomplished without causing prolonged DNA
damage or compromising the accuracy of hotspot local-
ization when reducing the recommended manufacturer’s set-
tings for radiographic voltage, flux, and duration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

System
The CT component of the Bioscan nanoSPECT/CT system was

used. The cone-beam x-ray source with a 90-kVp microfocus tube
(focal spot size, 18 mm) was operated in spiral scan mode. The
detector contained a 1,024 · 2,048 pixel photodiode array with
48-mm pixel spacing. The geometric magnification was 1.3, and
the nominal beam width at isocenter was 50 mm. Details of the
imaging parameters are presented in Table 1 (settings used for
dosimetry) and Table 2 (settings to study biologic damage).

The manufacturer’s calculated CT dose index (CTDI) repre-
sents the average absorbed dose, along the z-axis, from a series
of contiguous irradiations. The CTDI was based on the integration
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of the radiation dose profile from a single axial scan over 650
mm, corresponding to the 100-mm length of a pencil ionization
chamber within a 60-mm-diameter cylindric polymethyl metha-
crylate phantom.

Dosimetry
The variation in dose per CT scan and associated dose

distributions for a range of imaging parameters was performed
using EBT2 gafchromic film (ISP Technologies Inc.), which has a
low energy dependence, with a 6.5% variation in optical density to
absorbed dose response for x-ray beam irradiations with energies
ranging from 50 kVp up to 10 MV (2). The film (70 · 24.5 mm)
was sandwiched between 2 identical semicylinders of WT1 water-
equivalent material (Barts and the London NHS Trust), which
made up a cylindric mouse phantom (length, 70 mm; diameter,
25.4 mm). The phantom was positioned central to the CT scanner,
with its axis parallel to the axis of the scanner and the film aligned
in the horizontal plane. The phantom was imaged across the entire
length, and the number of scans per film exposure for a given set
of imaging parameters was varied to ensure sufficient exposure of
the film to facilitate accurate analysis. The exposed film strips
were processed using an Epson-10000XL scanner at least 24 h
after exposure. Optical density values were corrected as recom-
mended by the manufacturer and converted to dose values using a
previously obtained calibration curve. The dose per CT scan (skin
dose, center dose, and weighted average) was determined by
dividing the number of scans used during exposure of the film.
The latter dose was compared with the CTDI as calculated by the

nanoSPECT/CT system. In addition, the standard CT settings as
set by the manufacturer were altered to increase or reduce the
absorbed dose to the animal or phantom (CT protocols CT1 and
CT5, Table 1).

Animals
Animal studies were performed in accordance with the Animals

Scientific Procedures Act of 1986 (U.K.). The effects of micro-CT
were evaluated in 2 mouse strains that differed in sensitivity to
radiation: C57BL/6 (resistant) and BALB/c severe combined
immune-deficient (SCID) (sensitive; defective in DNA repair).
Scoring sheets assessing mobility, reactivity to handling, coat
appearance, and weight loss were used to identify macroscopic
distress in mice after micro-CT. All mice (Charles River; n 5 5/
group) were anesthetized using 2% isoflurane in oxygen.

Leukocyte DNA Damage
Six different CT protocols (CT1, CT2, CT6, CT7, CT8, and

CT9; Table 2) were applied, and the results were compared with
nonirradiated mice. Although CT8 and CT9 are less relevant in
preclinical experimentation, as multiple scans were needed, they
were used to define the dose–response relationship. At 40 min or
24 h after irradiation, mice were sacrificed, and whole blood was
collected in an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid–coated vacutainer
(VWR). g-H2AX staining, based on the method as described
by Rothkamm et al. and described in the supplemental data (sup-
plemental materials are available online only at http://jnm.
snmjournals.org), was performed. The percentage of positive

TABLE 1
Variation in Absorbed Dose in Mouse Phantom from CT Scan for a Range of Imaging Parameters

Parameter

35 kV,

50 mA, 400 ms,
180 projections,

CT1

45 kV,

177 mA, 1,600 ms,
180 projections*,

CT2

55 kV,

145 mA, 500 ms,
180 projections*,

CT3

65 kV, 123 mA,

500 ms,
180 projections*,

CT4

65 kV,

123 mA, 2,000 ms,
360 projections,

CT5

Skin dose 0.013 0.22 0.079 0.087 0.69

Center dose 0.006 0.11 0.043 0.050 0.41
Weighted average 0.0083 0.15 0.056 0.064 0.53

CTDI 0.028 0.096 0.035 0.041 0.331

*Standard imaging settings as provided by manufacturer.

Data are in grays. Dose for given radial distribution is average value across length of phantom. Skin dose represents average dose in

surface layer to depth of 0.5 mm, center dose is average dose to cylinder of radial distance of 0.5 mm from center, and weighted average
is average dose to phantom.

TABLE 2
Micro-CT Parameters to Achieve Average Absorbed Doses as Measured by EBT2 Film

and Reported in Figures 1 and 2

Protocol

Tube potential

(kV)

Tube current

(mA)

Exposure time

(ms)

No. of

projections

No. of

acquisitions

Average dose

(mGy)

CT1 35 50 400 180 1 8.3

CT2 45 177 1,600 180 1 150

CT6 45 177 2,000 360 1 424

CT7 65 123 1,600 360 1 562
CT8 45 177 2,000 360 2 1,125

CT9 55 145 2,400 360 3 2,419

CT10 65 123 2,400 360 4 3,361
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gH2AX cells was determined using flow cytometry, and data were
normalized for control staining (3).

Liver and Jejunum DNA Damage
The liver and jejunum, classified by Rubin and Casarett as

being of fairly low radiosensitivity and highly radiosensitive,
respectively, were chosen for further examination (4). Three dif-
ferent CT protocols (CT1, CT7, and CT10; Table 2) were tested,
and the results were compared with nonirradiated mice. CT10
served as a positive control. At 40 min or 72 h after irradiation,
mice were sacrificed. Liver and jejunum were dissected and
stained for gH2AX (supplemental data). The number of gH2AX
foci per nucleus was counted for a minimum of 100 cells per
condition.

Macroscopic Jejunum Damage
Jejunum was prepared as described above, before hematoxylin

and eosin staining (supplemental data).

Image Quality
The quality assurance phantom developed by Eloot et al. was

used to assess the image quality (5). Imaging settings CT1 and
CT5 were applied, and contrast-to-noise (CNR), signal-to-noise
(SNR), and scanner linearity were determined using ImageJ (6).
The vials of the contrast section were filled with concentrations of
Iomeron-400 (Bracco U.K. Ltd.), an iodinated contrast agent,
ranging from 4.0 to 40.0 mg of iodine per milliliter, or with water.

Statistics
Leukocyte, liver, and jejunum DNA damage were compared for

different micro-CT parameters by 1-way parametric ANOVA
using Tukey adjustment for multiple comparisons (P , 0.05).
The relationship between signal intensity and iodine concentration
was determined by linear regression analysis. All statistical tests
were performed in Prism 5 (GraphPad Software).

RESULTS

The radial variation in dose per scan across the mouse
phantom for a range of imaging parameters is shown in
Supplemental Figure 1. The dose represents the average
value across the length phantom. These data were used to
calculate the skin dose (average dose in the surface layer to
a depth of 0.5 mm), the center dose (average dose to a

cylinder of radial distance of 0.5 mm), and the weighted
average dose (average dose to the phantom) and are
presented in Table 1 along with the CTDI as calculated
by the SPECT/CT system. The values illustrate the signifi-
cant variation in dose received as a function of imaging
parameters used. For the standard settings, the CTDI under-
estimated the absorbed dose by 2.3-, 1.2-, and 1.6-fold for
the skin dose, center dose, and weighted average dose,
respectively. However, when a softer x-ray beam was used
in an effort to lower the radiation dose, the manufacturer’s
CTDI value was significantly higher than our data. The
radial distribution of dose is significantly influenced by
the tube voltage used for imaging; the ratio of surface-to-
center dose increases with decreasing kV because of the
increased attenuation of the low-energy component of the
x-ray beam through the mouse phantom. The radial varia-
tion in dose presented in Supplemental Figure 1 is slightly
asymmetric as a result of inaccuracies in positioning the
phantom central to the scanner axis. Additionally, there is
a variation in dose along the z-axis of the phantom, as
shown in Supplemental Figure 2. The dose falls off toward
the edges of the phantom. In the center of the phantom,
there is significant contribution to the dose from radiation
scattered from the surrounding material, whereas at the
edges of the phantom the contribution of scattered radiation
falls because of minimal scatter from air. The dose distri-
bution along the z-axis is also perturbed because of reposi-
tioning the table during the scan to enable scans more than
36 mm, resulting in additional contribution of dose in the
overlapping region.

gH2AX foci analysis was performed on leukocytes of
both C57BL/6 and BALB/c SCID mice at 40 min and 24
h after irradiation. As presented in Figures 1A and 2A, a
linear radiation dose–response relationship was obtained
for both mouse strains when a range of radiographic set-
tings was applied. Moreover, at the same time point after
irradiation, BALB/c SCID mice were less able to repair
DNA DSBs, as evidenced by the steeper slope. Only at
the lowest radiographic setting (CT1) was no significant

FIGURE 1. gH2AX foci analysis on leukocytes of C57BL/6 mice at 40 min (A and B) and 24 h (C) after irradiation. (B) Results at lower doses

as indicated by box in A. Reported measured average absorbed doses resulted from imaging parameters as described in Table 2. Results
are expressed as mean 6 SD and as function of average absorbed dose measured by EBT2 film.
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increase in DNA damage observed for either mouse strains.
Likewise, gH2AX foci formation was studied in 2 addi-
tional organs, that is, the liver and jejunum, which differ
in their relative sensitivity to radiation. The results are
summarized in Table 3 and are similar to those observed
in leukocytes. Again, at 40 min after irradiation, no differ-
ences in gH2AX foci formation were observed for CT1 for
either organ (P 5 0.46 and 0.76 for liver and jejunum,
respectively). However, for CT7, the results diverge.
Although DNA damage in leukocytes and jejunum was
obvious, this was not so for the liver (P 5 0.05). As
expected, a huge increase in gH2AX foci count was
detected for the positive control, CT10, for both organs.
Although the acute effects of micro-CT were clear, no

significant differences in gH2AX staining in leukocytes
were detected between control and irradiated mice at 24 h
after irradiation, as shown in Figures 1C and 2C. The latter
was in contrast to liver and jejunum, which still showed an
increase in foci at 3 d after irradiation for CT7 (P , 0.001
for both organs) but not CT10 (P 5 0.04 and 0.12 for
jejunum and liver, respectively).
Macroscopic changes after micro-CT were monitored

using scoring sheets, but no obvious signs of radiation
sickness were observed for any group except for CT10. The
radiographic settings for CT10 resulted in 18%6 3% weight
loss, a general lack of grooming, and less mobility as com-
pared with controls at 3 d after irradiation. Therefore, to

avoid further distress to the animals, the mice were culled
and the endpoint of the study was reached. For CT1, CT7,
and CT10, the macroscopic appearance of the jejunum was
studied at 40 min and 3 d after irradiation, and these results
are presented in Figure 3. For all tested conditions, except for
CT10 at 3 d, the light micrograph showed intact, regular,
long fingerlike villi with crypts of Lieberkühn at their bases.
However, the positive control, CT10, displayed short, irreg-
ular, distorted villi with numerous vacuoles replacing the
crypts of Lieberkühn.

CNR, SNR, and scanner linearity were determined to
assess image quality for the high-resolution standard setting
CT5 and the adapted setting CT1. A summary of the
obtained CNRs and SNRs is presented in Table 4. The
scanner linearity as tested with the contrast section of the
phantom was good, with R2 values of 0.9945 and 0.9975 for
CT1 and CT5, respectively. Representative images of the
resolution section are shown in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

When planning small-animal imaging experiments,
especially when radiobiology and radiotherapy are
involved, optimization of the CT protocol is strongly
advised, to minimize the biologic consequences of the
additional dose associated with the CT while maintaining
sufficient resolution. The literature shows that researchers
most often use preset parameters, defined by the manufac-

FIGURE 2. gH2AX foci analysis on leukocytes of BALB/c SCID mice at 40 min (A and B) and 24 h (C) after irradiation. (B) Results at lower

doses as indicated by box in A. Reported measured average absorbed doses resulted from imaging parameters as described in Table 2.
Results are expressed as mean 6 SD and as function of average absorbed dose measured by EBT2 film.

TABLE 3
gH2AX Foci Formation in Liver and Jejunum of BALB/c SCID mice at 40 Minutes and 72 Hours After Irradiation

Liver Jejunum

Parameter 40 min after irradiation 72 h after irradiation 40 min after irradiation 72 h after irradiation

No irradiation (control) 0.46 6 0.10 0.12 6 0.05 0.76 6 0.11 0.09 6 0.04

CT1 0.66 6 0.05 0.18 6 0.05 0.86 6 0.15 0.11 6 0.04

CT7 1.85 6 0.53 0.50 6 0.05 3.26 6 0.23 0.55 6 0.01
CT10 11.45 6 0.44 0.05 6 0.03 15.48 6 0.30 0.22 6 0.09

Data are average number of foci per nucleus 6 SE (n $ 100).
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turers. Although they usually result in good image quality,
the radiation dose to the animal can be significant.
Few, often contradictory, studies investigated the effects

of CT on experimental outcomes in small-animal models in
vivo (7–10). Carlson et al. (10) and more recently Foster
and Ford (8) determined the impact of longitudinal micro-
CT on tumor growth. These authors concluded that the
effects of the radiation dose delivered during longitudinal
imaging using standard settings did not cause statistically
significant differences in final tumor volumes. Opposing
those results are those obtained by Laforest et al., who
suggested that micro-CT can induce tumor inhibition (9).
Furthermore, Willekens et al. (7) demonstrated in normal
C57BL/6 mice that the median mouse organ dose resulting
from a standard micro-CT scan is 406 6 44 mGy—a dose
capable of influencing experimental outcome. Although
reports exist that micro-CT has the potential to deliver high
doses to organs and tumors, the biologic impact has not yet
been described. Moreover, measurement of tumor growth
might be a too-insensitive parameter to observe biologic
effects because more subtle but significant damage that
can alter tumor biology might be present before tumor

shrinkage or stagnation is observed. However, this short-
coming does not matter when tumor volume is the endpoint
of the study. On the other hand, studies involving SPECT/
CT or PET/CT often look at changes in molecular processes
or microenvironment, and these can be altered dramatically
after radiation (11). Thus, more sensitive readouts are
essential, and determining the relationship between imag-
ing parameters, image quality, and radiation damage
might be a useful parameter for the preclinical imaging
community.

In conjunction with radiation damage studies, it was
important to characterize the performance of our CT
equipment. Therefore, the CTDI as calculated by the
manufacturers was compared with measurements of
absorbed dose using EBT2 gafchromic film. For the stand-
ard settings, this comparison revealed that the CTDI
resulted in an underestimation of the absorbed dose but
significantly overestimated the absorbed dose when stand-
ard settings were altered to image at 35 kV, 50 mA. More-
over, significant doses (well into the centigray range) were
obtained when the standard settings, that is, as set by the
manufacturers, were used (Table 1). Fortunately, the aver-
age absorbed dose could be lowered at least 7-fold by alter-
ing the preset parameters as described—a dose that was
comparable to earlier published work (7). Moreover, the
radial dose distribution illustrated that the x-rays are sig-
nificantly attenuated as they traverse the body of the mouse
(or phantom), typically leading to a relatively higher dose
to the skin than to the body or organs situated more cen-
trally. These differences increase with decreasing x-ray
energy because of greater attenuation through the body.

Having better knowledge about the true dose delivered
by micro-CT facilitates the study of biologic effects

FIGURE 3. Light microgrograph showing

effects of micro-CT on jejunum (hematoxylin

and eosin stain). (A–D) Magnification (·2.5)
of acute effects at 40 min after irradiation.

Shown are magnification (·10) of slides A–D

(E–H), magnification (·2.5) of chronic effects

at 3 d after irradiation (I–L), and magnifica-
tion (·10) of slides I–L (M–P).

RGB

TABLE 4
Assessment of Image Quality After Micro-CT

CT1 CT5

Iodine concentration (mg/mL) CNR SNR CNR SNR

4 4.09 3.76 7.37 4.89

8 4.57 5.78 8.75 6.21

20 4.95 7.61 13.82 7.56
40 5.23 8.26 17.68 7.92
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associated with the scan and how they potentially perturb
the results of animal experiments. To date, one of the more
sensitive assays for determining radiation effects is DNA
damage response. DNA DSBs are caused directly by
irradiation and some radiomimetic drugs or indirectly
through replication fork stalling (12). One of the earliest
stages of cellular response to a DNA DSB is the phosphor-
ylation of histone H2AX and the accumulation of DNA
repair proteins. This H2AX histone variant gets phosphory-
lated on Ser139, starting immediately after DNA DSB
formation (13). Foci containing multiple copies of phos-
phorylated H2AX (gH2AX) will form and create the basis
of a sensitive and widely applied in vitro assay (14). There-
fore, we assessed H2AX phosphorylation as a sensitive
biologic dosimeter of radiation exposure in leukocytes,
liver, and jejunum of mice that underwent CT. A significant
increase in gH2AX foci was observed in leukocytes using
preset parameters when compared with nonimaged con-
trols. The sensitivity of the method is demonstrated by
the increase in gH2AX staining for the DNA repair-defi-
cient, more radiosensitive BALB/c SCID strain, as is
reflected in the slope of both linear curves (0.191 vs.
0.079 for BALB/c SCID and C57BL/6, respectively).
More importantly, the results in Figures 1A and 2A clearly
illustrate that CT using preset parameters does induce sub-
stantial DNA damage that might be sufficient to alter

experimental outcome, especially with respect to a radio-
biology endpoint (3,15,16). To minimize the biologic con-
sequences of these scans, guidance for lowering the x-ray
voltage, flux, and duration settings of the CT acquisition
was obtained from the manufacturers. In consequence, the
radiation dose delivered to the animal could be decreased in
such a way that no significant DNA damage could be
detected 40 min after exposure when compared with non-
imaged mice. Additionally, gH2AX foci analysis was per-
formed in 2 abdominal organs that differ in relative
sensitivity to radiation: liver is considered to be fairly
insensitive whereas blood and intestines are highly radio-
sensitive (4). Results were similar to those obtained
for leukocytes. Whereas CT2, a sequence designed to min-
imize the biologic effects, did not show any significant
differences in gH2AX foci count when compared with con-
trols, the use of standard imaging parameters as in CT7 did
show a difference. However, it was less obvious for liver
than for jejunum, again indicating the sensitivity of the
assay.

These results all refer to the acute, microscopic effects of
radiation caused by CT. However, from an ethical and
experimental point of view, it is equally important to know
the longer-lasting effects of these radiation-induced DNA
damages. Indeed, one of the great advantages of preclinical
imaging is the ability to perform longitudinal studies so that
a single group of animals can be tracked throughout an
entire investigation. Therefore, when CT is included, these
studies might be limited by the fact that ionizing radiation
is involved, as often daily imaging sessions are required.
Thus, minimizing the dose associated with each scan can
help minimize the biologic consequences of these scans.
Our study indicates that 24 h after CT using the most severe
parameters, no detectable DNA damage could be observed
in leukocytes. However, this finding may not reflect the lack
of effect of the CT scan on the underlying biology but
simply the biologic half-life of gH2AX. As a consequence,
DNA DSB or long-term consequences associated with dam-
age produced at the time of the scan still might be present,
as was confirmed by the gH2AX foci analysis in liver and
jejunum. When the standard imaging parameters were used
(CT7), DNA DSBs still were detectable at 3 d after irradi-
ation. Although one would have expected to see the same
pattern for higher doses, it was not found for the positive
control, probably because of to deterioration of the jeju-
num.

Because gH2AX foci analysis might be a too early a
marker to predict eventual radiation toxicity, a longer-term
endpoint was chosen. For this purpose, all mice were moni-
tored daily for signs of radiation sickness, and the macro-
scopic appearance of the jejunum was studied at 40 min and
3 d after imaging. Only the positive control (CT10) dis-
played signs of radiation sickness—that is, severe weight
loss and the inability to move. Moreover, the internal lining
of the small intestine was largely destroyed. Thus, although
the biologic effects of radiation were obvious when looking

FIGURE 4. Representative high-resolution (A and C, using CT5)

and low-resolution (B and D, using CT1) micro-CT images of mouse
(A and B) and resolution section of phantom (C and D).
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at DNA DSB, they did not translate into macroscopic
changes. Nevertheless, care should be taken when perform-
ing longitudinal CT studies because exposure to low radi-
ation doses, which might not lead to macroscopic damage,
might lead to additional concerns such as radiation hyper-
sensitivity (16) and adaptive response (17).
Although these changes in acquisition parameters inevi-

tably lead to decreased resolution, CNR, and SNR, image
quality was still adequate enough to identify anatomic
features. Moreover, SNR values met the Rose criterion,
which states that an SNR of at least 5 is needed to
distinguish image features at 100% certainty (18). The
results obtained for CNR were comparable to those
reported in literature (5).

CONCLUSION

These studies were designed to demonstrate the damag-
ing effects of micro-CT in small-animal imaging, but more
studies are needed if the results are to be extrapolated to
preclinical radiotherapy or tumor development studies. In
general, awareness of radiographic dosing must be included
in the optimization of imaging protocols, because we have
shown that standard micro-CT does result in considerable
DNA damage. Although these effects were not propagated
into a macroscopic setting, the DNA damage was signifi-
cant and still not fully repaired in liver and jejunum at 3 d
after imaging. Moreover, the cumulative effects of radiation
dosing are well established—hence fractionated radiother-
apy. Taking into account the linear relationship between
dose and leukocyte DNA damage, one can expect an accu-
mulative effect when performing longitudinal studies. Con-
sequently, to lower the radiation burden to the animal, we
recommend using low x-ray voltage, flux, and duration and
avoiding multiple scans. The altered settings as reported in
this article did not generate observable DNA damage and
maintained sufficient image quality.
Additionally, we report that the CTDI, when provided by

manufacturers, should be used as guidance to the absorbed
dose in only the center of the subject. If more accurate
values are required throughout the subject, then these
should be determined using standard dosimetry methods.
It is possible to measure the induction and subsequent
repair of DNA damage using flow cytometry to measure
gH2AX in leukocytes of mice undergoing CT scans. By
this means, the biologic impact of radiation exposure from
a CT scan can be assessed.
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